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LLION BRAND® WOOLSPUN®
LONG LOOP SCARF
Pattern Number: M20296 WS

SKILL LEVEL – EASY
SIZES
Finished Circumference About 111 in. (278 cm)
Finished Height About 7 1/2 in. (19 cm)

MATERIALS
•

LION BRAND® WOOLSPUN® (Art.#669)
#132 Olive 5 balls

•

LION BRAND® stitch markers

•

LION BRAND® large-eyed blunt needle

ADDITIONAL MATERIALS

Circular knitting needle size 10 (6 mm), 60 in. (152 cm) long

GAUGE
13 sts + 30 rnds = about 4 in. (10 cm) over Rnds 1 and 2 of fisherman rib pattern.
BE SURE TO CHECK YOUR GAUGE.

STITCH EXPLANATIONS
k1b (knit 1 in row below): Looking at the next knit st on the left needle, insert the tip of the right needle
through the center of the st in the row below it and knit, slipping both it and the st above off the left
needle.
p1b (purl 1 in row below): Looking at the next purl st on the left hand needle, insert the tip of the right
needle through the center of the st in the row below it and purl, slipping both it and the st above off the
left needle.

NOTES

1. The entire length of the Scarf is cast on at the beginning. If you’d like to make a shorter piece, just
cast on fewer stitches making certain to cast on an even number.
2. Optional: If you use the tubular cast on, you’ll cast on your stitches and work the 2 foundation rows
back and forth before joining to work in the round. This leaves a small opening that you will sew
closed at the end.
3. Helpful tip-- if you choose the tubular bind off, you’ll need a 5-6 yd. (5-6 m) yarn tail.
4. The tubular cast on and bind off are very stretchy and allow the pattern sts to relax. Other cast ons
and bind offs will create a slightly different look. A long tail cast on and standard bind off will also
work well for this piece.
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SCARF
Using your favorite method (designer used tubular), cast on 360 sts. Place marker for beginning of rnd
and join, being careful not to twist sts.

Beginning border
Rnds 1-4: *K1, p1; rep from * around.

Fisherman’s Rib pattern
Rnd 1: *K1b, p1; rep from * around.
Rnd 2: *K1, p1b; rep from * around.
Rep Rnds 1 and 2 until piece measures about 6 1/2 in. (16 cm) from beginning.

Ending border
Rnds 1-4: *K1, p1; rep from * around.
Bind off loosely in rib pattern (or use tubular bind off if you used the tubular cast on).

FINISHING

Weave in yarn ends.
If you used the tubular cast on, sew the small opening remaining from the foundation rows closed.

ABBREVIATIONS
k = knit
p = purl
rep = repeat
rnd(s) = round(s)
st(s) = stitch(es)

Every effort has been made to produce accurate and complete instructions. We cannot be responsible for
variance of individual knitters or crocheters, human error, or typographical mistakes.
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